Results from City Elections Will Be Tabulated At Party Held in Bowl Room of Houston Hall

An election party sponsored by the Citizenship Clearing House will be held in the Bowl Room of Houston Hall on Tuesday night, November 8, at 3 to tabulate the returns for the three city elections.

The most important office is Mayor, for which Richard Edward for the Democrats and Leon Elwood for the Republicans are to be filled. Blackboards will be set up to show the returns as they come in.

Radio station WQFN will broadcast the results from the polling places for the mayor election to be served during the evening.

The Citizenship Clearing House is a club organized primarily for students who are interested in voting and political affairs. It includes those as well as student conferences and informal dinners for political science teachers, where the many varying groups are discussed.

An election party was held for last election returns.

Centennial Symposium To Celebrate 100 Years Of Engineering at Univ.
Harnett To Greet Prominent Speakers On Nov. 11; Symposium Sessions Held in Museum Auditorium

One hundred years of engineering instruction at the University will be celebrated by a "Centennial Symposium on Modern Engineering," on Monday, November 11, announced Dr. Carl C. Chambers, vice-president for engineering affairs.

Symposium sessions will be held at 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. in the University Museum Auditorium, Dr. Gaylord P. Harnett, president of the University and an atomic physicist, will greet those attending.


Sophomore Classes Take Lead Over '59 in Dink Week Activities

The Sophomore class took the lead in Dink Week by defeating the Freshman class in volleyball and ping pong yesterday. The Sophomores won three out of the five games in the Saturday round of the two-day tournament.

Sophomore Lauren Cameron was selected as the Most Valuable Player of the tournament.

Sophomorphic students in the Freshman class are discussed.

At least a number of Pennsylvanians have been privileged to perform their second win. The only times the Freshman team has won was against Robert Smith and Luke Christmas, as well as in the 1957 game which was forfeited by Rexord.

Dr. F. J. W. Mclntosh felt that the Freshman team was defeated by a group of freshmen, and that the Sophomore team was defeated by a group of Sophomore students.

Professors Approve Princess Margaret's Marriage Decision

Princess Margaret's decision to marry a commoner was approved by the American publication, according to its editor, Dr. J. R. W. Weir, who felt that the princess was justified in her decision, for she preferred to remain in the royal family and to perform her duties rather than give up her marriage.

Dr. George E. C. Stickland said that it is contributed to the advancement, then it is all well and good.

Dr. N. D. Palmer said that he and his colleagues have common sense in the marriage, and that the marriage would have necessitated a wide range of his objections to the marriage in the first place.

Dr. Frederick G. Waller said that it was his opinion that the marriage was the best arrangement for the princess.

Adequately provided for the marriage, which was not intended to be the final chapter of the princess's life without this court life.

The princess agreed that the majority of the royal family was pleased with her confirmation not to break the Church of England's laws.

Sophomore Townswoman was selected as the Most Valuable Player of the tournament.

The tradition of girls' competitive sports is administered by the School of Education.

An election party will be held for last election returns.
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Attendance Fails At Penn Games In Last 4 Years

Notre Dame Highest, VMi Lowest

Attendance at University of Pennsylvania football games has steadily declined during the last four years, stated John S. Rosenthal, business manager of the department of intercollegiate athletics.

The total average attendance for the first three games has fallen 36,860 since the 1953 season, with the biggest drop coming last year, 1954. The three game average in 1953 was 48,000, while it fell to 41,000 in 1953.

In 1954, the year of the greatest decline in the number of spectators, it was 23,000.

Fourth Year Last year there was an average attendance of 16,460, which is a four year low. However, this is only a drop of about one third of last year's decline and about one half of the previous year's. Moreover, it raised for the first three home games of the 1955 season, while this only happened once in last year's games.

The game attendance for the last three years has averaged 47,000. The greatest single attendance was at the Notre Dame game in 1953 where there were an estimated 14,000 spectators. This year, only 12,500 were at the University of Pittsburgh game.

Attendance at the second home game of this year's season, the Princeton game, was only 9,000 before the game started. The Saturday game average of 34,000.

The Saturday game average is 41,000, which has been averaged by 32,000 in the past three years, however, it fell to 27,000 in the last two games.

The George Washington game recorded 42,000, while the Saturday game of 42,000.

The Saturday game average has increased by 32,000, the average has increased.

At last fall's game against Penn, 12,500 spectators were present.

The Detroit game set a new attendance figure.
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Wharton Revolution Enters Second Year; Female Infiltration Firmly Established

By Michael L. Steiner and Eugene L. Stoler

The above quotation was not written in a report on the Wharton Revolution. It was written by William Safire in 1956, discussing the Wharton School and its male dominance. The quote reflects the attitudes of the time towards women's roles in higher education and reflects the struggle between the sexes.

The Wharton Revolution was a significant event in the history of the University of Pennsylvania. It was characterized by the increase in the number of female students enrolled at Wharton. This change was not without controversy, as many male students and faculty opposed the admission of women. However, the revolution was successful, and female students have been an integral part of the Wharton community ever since.

The quote by William Safire highlights the efforts of female students to gain acceptance at Wharton. The revolution was not just about increasing the number of female students, but also about ensuring that they were treated fairly and equitably. The revolution was successful, and today, Wharton is a more inclusive community, where both men and women have equal opportunities to succeed.

In conclusion, the Wharton Revolution was a significant event in the history of the University of Pennsylvania. It was characterized by the admission of female students to the Wharton School, which was met with resistance from some male students and faculty. However, the revolution was successful, and today, Wharton is a more inclusive community, where both men and women have equal opportunities to succeed.
Three Runners Cited For Feats In 1955 Season

Three Quakers earned places on the lists of the top 1955 American track and field performers in compilations released yesterday. The trio consists of track captain John Haines, last year's captain Willie Lee, and ex-captain Dick Hart. Haines, who shares the world's indoor 60 yard record and is the top ranked indoor sprinter, made the lists in the 60 yard dash with 6.8; in the 100 with 21.0; and in the 440 with 44.8. Both his dash marks set Penn records and his ceiling mark also set IC4A and Heptagonal standards. Although running the distance just once during the season, Haines also earned a place on the 440 list.

Lee, who placed second in the mile over 2 miles in the 100 yard dash, was the top ranked long jumper in the country with a 6'8" high jump and 28 times. He set his Penn mark also on the Penn record. Hart, who holds Penn's indoor and outdoor two-mile marks, led the milers by setting a national record of 3:33.3.

The Quaker trio, on the basis of these lists, now have a chance to earn places in the world rankings usually picked by The Track and Field News.

Lacrosse Practice

Fall lacrosse practice ended today with the final game against Penn State. Guest Bob Paul, Pennsylvania's assistant lacrosse coach, and John Dugan correctly picked nine of the ten gridiron winners at the Big Ten meeting in September. Benham leads in total offense and yards gained through the air, however. In team offenses Harvard is ahead with a composite total of 21 points, while Dugan continues to lead with a 33-11-1 record.

Fencing Managerials

All those who are interested in fencing formanagerial are requested to report to the fencing room, in Hutchinson Gymnasium, at 4:30 p.m. this afternoon.

HILDE Presents

"ANYTHING GOES"

Music by RHYTHM INC.

Dress Optional (but appreciated)

Donation—$1.25 per couple

Louis Marshall House

205 SOUTH WALNUT STREET

---

D. P. FOOTBALL CONTEST

NOTRE DAME GAME

1. Entries must be deposited in D. P. ballot box at Houston Hall Information Desk.

2. Winners will be announced in Thursday's, November 10, D. P. issue.

3. Only one entry per person allowed.

PAGANO'S PIZZERIA

Fe Special Pies In Pizza Pies

To the winner and a friend, all the pizzas they can eat.

Notre Dame will make —— first down against Penn.

Name ____________________________________________

Address __________________________________________

---

BONDED HAND LAUNDRY

ON CAMPUS OVER 25 YEARS

One Suit Cleaned and Pressed and 3 Regular Shirts Washed and Ironed to the winner.

Notre Dame will make —— first down against Notre Dame.

Name ____________________________________________

Address __________________________________________

---

RED AND BLUE DINNER

3455 Walnut Street

Special Turkey Dinner $1.25, (seconds free)

A Turkey Dinner to the winner and a friend.

Notre Dame will gain —— yards rushing against Penn.

Name ____________________________________________

Address __________________________________________
CLASSIFIED ADS

ENGLISH MAJOR GIRL WANTED...
For teaching girl high school grammar.
18 hours or less a week. Time to end
January. Call RE 1-4951.

1955 BUICK CONVERTIBLE—Classic
type sports car. New paint, gay tires.
1200. TR 6-1145, or Mike Dunn, 3rd
Law School Library.

Underwear
with comfort plus...

It's more than mere underwear. Worn
alone or under an Arrow sweater or
shirt, this Arrow Two-Purpose Tee Shirt
is a campus favorite. Wear it with
comfortable Arrow shorts—they feature
elegant contour seat that can't bind!
Boxer shorts in novelty patterns, $1.50.
Tee, from $1.25.

-- ARROW --
first in fashion
SHIRTS • TIES
HANDKERCHIEFS • UNDERWEAR

English Major Girl Wanted...

For teaching girl high school grammar.
18 hours or less a week. Time to end
January. Call RE 1-4951.

1955 Buick Convertible—Classic
type sports car. New paint, gay tires.
1200. TR 6-1145, or Mike Dunn, 3rd
Law School Library.

China Inn

New Chinese Restaurant
1411 Locust Street
BA 2-3182

A Dinner—$1.30
with Egg Roll
B Dinner—$1.45

Menu

Lunch—11:30-2:00
Roast Leg of Lamb, Mint Jelly

Dinner—5:30-7:45
Fried Chicken, Country Sauce

Houston Hall

"Chinese Restaurant"
140 N. 10th Street
Open—11 A.M. to 3 A.M.
The Most Outstanding
Food in the
Heart of Chinatown

Commodore

Now Playing—

Double Feature Program
What "3 Coins in the Fountain" did for Rome . . .
"Summertime" does for Venice!

Katherine Hepburn and Rossano Brazzi
in "Summertime"

A British Film

Special Student Prices

Trenton $ 85
Wilmington $ 7 5
Lancaster $ 2.00
York $ 1.50
Harrisburg $ 2.55
Sunbury $ 2.68
Easton $ 2.50
Scranton $ 2.00
Binghamton $ 2.55
Gettysburg $ 2.75
Pittsburgh $ 3 0

Plus 8, 8 Tax

See an Extra 30c Each Way with a Round-Trip Ticket

Greyhound Terminal
30th St. Station Phone BARing 2-1400

Greyhound

Underwear

with comfort plus...

It's more than mere underwear. Worn
alone or under an Arrow sweater or
shirt, this Arrow Two-Purpose Tee Shirt
is a campus favorite. Wear it with
comfortable Arrow shorts—they feature
elegant contour seat that can't bind!
Boxer shorts in novelty patterns, $1.50.
Tee, from $1.25.

-- ARROW --
first in fashion
SHIRTS • TIES
HANDKERCHIEFS • UNDERWEAR

When the little
Flatiron Building was the
world's most famous
skyscraper
Budweiser
led all beers in
sales. And...

Budweiser

still leads the world's beers
in sales and quality because
...because it's Budweiser

Something more than
premium quality...
Budweiser quality!